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Wednesday 20 November - BTS Support Meeting  
7-9pm, will be held in the new Uniting Community building ‘’UCity” 43 Franklin St (cnr Pitt St) on Level 1. Parking is available
on street or in Franklin St or Pitt St car parks. This is the last meeting prior to Xmas and part of the meeting will be devoted to
remembering those who we have lost at what is a most difficult time for many of us bereaved.

The meeting is for those bereaved through suicide and is facilitated by trained support workers who have themselves been 
bereaved through suicide. The meeting offers the opportunity to express one’s feelings in an environment that is caring and safe. 
Besides providing the opportunity to share experiences, the meeting presents information about the process of loss and grief and 
strategies to heal.

Please call or text the BTS support line on 0468 440 287 if you wish to attend or require further information.

 Saturday 23 November – Annual ‘Walk through the Darkness and into the Light’ 
Walk and Remembrance Service at Henley Beach
BTS supports this most important event that has become a focal point in the annual calendar for those bereaved through suicide. 
Hosted by Living Beyond Suicide and Wesley Lifeforce. Details page 3 

  Sunday 2 February - BTS Coffee Morning 10am -12.30pm Botanic Gardens  

Cafe Fibonacci – located on the Schomburgh Terraced Pavilion. This is an opportunity to catch up with others who have  
lost someone to suicide in a less formal setting than our regular monthly meetings. Join us for coffee and cake while chatting and 
listening to others and then take a stroll through the beautiful surroundings of the Botanic Gardens. BTS volunteers will be  
on hand.

Wednesday 19 February - BTS Support Meeting  
7-9pm, will be held in the new Uniting Community building ‘’UCity” 43 Franklin St (cnr Pitt St) on Level 1. Parking is available on
street or in Franklin St or Pitt St car parks.

https://www.bts.org.au/
https://www.bts.org.au/
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A Welcome
from the Chair
A Welcome
from the Chair
Where does the year go? As I grow older the years seem 
to go by faster. 

How have I changed? Hopefully I have become kinder and 
more considerate and listen more.

How has the role of BTS changed? At the August AGM a 
new committee was elected. The committee has been in 
place for 3 months and has discussed the role of BTS into 
the future.

Suicide prevention and postvention are receiving more 
attention but much more work needs to be done.Traditional 
ways of communicating with the suicide bereaved 
community has been overtaken by technology with the 
‘web’ now providing a plethora of information without 
having to leave home. This means BTS must create 
better platforms by way of its website and newsletter. 
This year we have launched a new website that has 
more information and links to other suicide bereaved 
organisations around the world. The newsletter has been 
extended as the majority are now emailed so that we can 
present more information on suicide bereavement. 

But what of direct interfaces with the community such 
as the support meetings? The introduction of special 
presentations at the quarterly support meetings has been 
well received with the 3 presentations seeing healthy 
attendances and positive responses. The last support 
meeting for 2019 will be held on 20th November. 

Looking into 2020 the decision has been made to hold 
meetings on a bi-monthly basis rather than quarterly with 
the first meeting on 19th February. The move to the new 
UCity building on Franklin St has greatly improved the ‘feel’ 
of the meetings.

Christmas is that time of year where we are expected to 
be happy and enjoy a good time. We may have Christmas 
with family, friends and work colleagues and put on our 
happy face. Or we might not attend any events, rather stay 
at home and remember those who we have lost. Each of 
us will have our own memories and handle it in our own 
way as each of us travels on our life’s journey.

To all the hardworking BTS committee who give so 
generously of their time, the support workers who 
ensure our support  meetings are held, in a caring and 
compassionate environment and all those who have 
volunteered at BTS events during the year go my many 
thanks.Thanks also to all the other organisations that are 
out there supporting the suicide bereaved community and/
or working in the field of suicide prevention.

Finally to those bereaved by suicide go our heartfelt 
thoughts. Whilst the days can at times seem so dark I hope 
that like me you are able to find some light and are able 
to smile and laugh again whilst knowing that the loss you 
carry will always have a place in your heart.

May we all travel safely and take care of ourselves and 
those around us.

With kindest of thoughts.

Tim Porter  
(on behalf of BTS volunteers and committee)

https://www.bts.org.au/
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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DO talk to your friends and family. They will be grateful 
if you tell them what you need as they care about you and will 
be conscious of your loss. Just because they don’t mention it, 
it doesn’t mean they don’t care – it just means they don’t know 
what to say and are afraid of upsetting you. 

DO schedule time in the day to perform a small ritual 
in memory of your loved one. Light a candle, look at some 
happy photos, and tell others of a happy memory that you shared. 
Shed a tear, but be grateful for the time you had them with them 
and focus on this rather than their absence in your future. 

DO plan at least one thing during the day just for YOU. 
Be selfish. If you want to watch your favourite TV programme with 
a glass of wine, or go for a walk to a favourite spot, or indulge in 
your favourite treat, make sure you are able to plan this into your 
day and visualise it and look forward to it. Your loved one wouldn’t 
want you to feel miserable all day. 

DO ask for support from friends. If you must be alone, 
ask a friend to call you at a set time so you can share a favourite 
memory of your absent loved one. 

DON’T be a martyr. Tell people how you feel, and how difficult 
this Christmas will be for you. Don’t expect people to read your 
mind or intuitively know what you need. If you haven’t had an 
invitation somewhere, try asking someone if you can pop in 
during the day. Your true friends will be more than happy to help 
and support you through this difficult time. 

DON’T beat yourself up if you feel sad and depressed 
or cry; know that this is completely normal and that the first 
Christmas could be the worst. Look into the future, and believe 
that it will get easier. It is not weak to reach out for help. You are 
grieving and you are in pain. 

DO try and find an inspirational reading or poem that 
you can read during the day if you feel down. Choose this in 
advance and know that it will lift your spirits if things get too bad; 
this is your back-up plan. I love the poem ‘He is Gone’ by David 
Harkins. 

DO enjoy a Christmas drink, but avoid numbing your 
pain with alcohol. This will just make you feel worse in the 
long run. Have a glass or two, but know your limit. 

DO try to have fun. I know this is the last thing you want to hear 
but all the clichés are true, ‘Life goes on’ and ‘life is for the living’. 
Above all, think about if your loved one would want you to have 
fun. I don’t feel it is disrespectful to laugh during your darkest 
times; sometimes it is the only way to survive. 

DO celebrate when you get to the end of the day; you 
took control and not only survived, you found some pleasure in 
the day, and you will enjoy many more Christmas days and create 
new special memories as well as always remembering the special 
times you shared with your loved one. 

By Ann Thorn

http://losingachildtosuicide.org.uk 

COPING WITH CHRISTMAS AFTER LOSS

https://www.bts.org.au/
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Bereavement after suicide shares characteristics  
with other types of bereavement, yet it is also different. 
Understanding how and why it differs is helpful  
when supporting people who have suffered a loss  
from suicide.

The grieving process is often complicated and typically lasts 
longer than other types of bereavement – with significant effects 
still being felt many years after death by suicide. As individuals, 
each person will have had a unique relationship with the 
deceased so it’s important to understand that there is no single  
or right way to grieve – or resolve grief. Despite the different  
ways we might respond, there are some common reactions. 
Factors that make bereavement different for the suicide loss 
survivor include:

Circumstances of the loss

A death by suicide is usually sudden, often unexpected and may 
be violent or physically disturbing. These factors increase the 
degree of shock and trauma experienced compared to many 
other types of bereavement. Survivors may struggle to make 
sense of what has happened and fundamental beliefs may 
be challenged, or even abandoned temporarily or with some 
permanence.

Emotional and physical reactions

Bereavement by suicide can bring an intensity and range 
of emotions and physical reactions that may be unfamiliar, 
frightening, and uncontrollable. Emotional reactions are often 
complex and people may find that they are experiencing a 
swirling range of feelings from guilt, anger, and shame to 
rejection, sadness, and fear. People who have been bereaved 
by suicide may become vulnerable to thoughts of suicide 
themselves, or experience periods of sustained or situational 
depression.

Physical reactions may include tightness in various body parts, 
stomach pains, sleeplessness, social anxiety, loss of appetite, 
agitation, and poor concentration at work or school.

Post Traumatic Stress (PTS)

Those who have been bereaved by suicide may have symptoms 
of post-traumatic stress. If the person witnessed the death or 
found the body, they may suffer from flashbacks or nightmares. 
This can also happen even if the person did not see them 
but cannot stop imagining what happened. Imagination may 
sometimes be worse than the reality.

Survivors’ questions

Most people bereaved by suicide are haunted by two questions: 
“Why did the person take their life?” and “Could I have somehow 
prevented it?”. These can be impossible questions to answer 
and eventually the person may have to either accept that they 
will never know or settle on an answer that they can live with. 
A suicide note may provide some clues but may also raise new 
questions and add to a survivor’s stress or pain.

It is natural that the bereaved person will take some considerable 
time exploring their questions; it is an important part of the 
grieving process and the loss survivor’s journey. 

COPING WITH CHRISTMAS AFTER LOSS HOW SUICIDE BEREAVEMENT IS DIFFERENT

https://www.bts.org.au/
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HOW SUICIDE BEREAVEMENT IS DIFFERENT cont.

However, it can also be damaging if they are unable to reach a 
stage where the questions occupy less of their thoughts or if they 
cannot find an answer they can accept. Self-esteem, confidence 
and hope can be severely compromised if the griever becomes 
stuck in a ruminating cycle of questions that cannot be met with 
some acceptance.

Stigma and isolation

Even more than other types of bereavement, death by suicide 
makes many people uncomfortable and unsure how to react. 
There is still a stigma attached to suicide, rooted in centuries of 
history and this generates misplaced associations of weakness, 
blame, shame or even sin or crime. This stigma often prevents 
people from seeking help when they need it, and others from 
offering support when they want to help.

There may be a desire to deny that the death was a suicide – this 
may be driven by cultural values or from a sense of denial or of 
shame. This can create further confusion in an already complex 
situation.

Many people who have been bereaved by suicide find that they 
feel isolated. Others may avoid them, perhaps not knowing 
what to say or because they don’t want to upset the person. The 
sense of isolation may be especially acute if the bereaved person 
perceives other people to be uncaring or judgmental. Some 
people may even be subjected to particularly thoughtless or 
insensitive comments.

It may also be that the bereaved person avoids contact with 
others. They may struggle to share their own feelings because 
they are fearful of what they are experiencing, they don’t want 
to upset other people or they may worry about how to answer 
questions such as “how did they die?” Like other bereaved 
persons, suicide loss survivors often feel the weight of “the 
elephant in the room” – whose presence is uncomfortably felt and 
ignored at the same time.

Family and relationship tensions

While family and friends are often a great source of support, they 
can also be a source of tension and conflict. Sometimes families 
struggle to communicate, protective instincts arise and they may 
be worried about causing more pain or about having a different 
view or feeling from others. Because the range of feelings and 
emotions experienced after a suicide can be so unfamiliar and 
frightening, people may be uncomfortable or scared to share. If 
shame is an issue, the bereaved may worry about what others 
are saying either publicly or privately.

Existing tensions and difficulties in family relationships can 
surface as a result of the shock and trauma of suicide. Some 
people cope with their pain by blaming another person (inside 
or outside of the family) for the death. This may go as far as 
excluding them from the family, denying them the opportunity to 
attend the funeral and withholding information about  
the investigation. This can lead to huge rifts and a deep sense of 
hurt and isolation being added to the loss.

https://www.bts.org.au/
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HOW SUICIDE BEREAVEMENT IS DIFFERENT cont.

Other prejudices

There may be other factors that create additional stigma. 
These may be biased attempts to explain why the suicide 
happened and can result in speculation and blame. Prejudicial 
comments or attitudes can feel judgmental and cause the 
bereaved to feel more hurt, upset or isolated.

Lack of privacy

When someone dies by suicide, it can be difficult to maintain 
privacy. There may be emergency services at the scene and 
visits from law enforcement if the suicide is being treated 
as a possible crime scene. In some instances, there maybe 
unwanted media attention. If the suicide becomes a matter 
of public interest, there may be reporting or omissions in 
reporting that remain on publicly accessible databases.

Investigations

An investigation by a medical examiner or coroner can be a 
source of relief or concern for those bereaved by suicide. The 
process may take time and some aspects may require legal 
and technical explanation. If the suicide is of public interest, 
there may be some reporting related to the investigation. 
There may also be additional investigations if the death 
happened while the individual was under the care of another 
agency e.g. in prison or if they were receiving mental health 
treatment. Investigations may also reveal information about 
the deceased person that was unknown to their family and 
friends.

Practical Concerns

There are other practical concerns such as funerals, finances, 
returning home, adjusting to a new family structure, and 
returning to work that the bereaved will need to face. Support 
groups and counseling can help greatly in the aftermath of 
a suicide. Loss survivors report that listening to or talking to 
others, who’ve been through similar situations and are coping 
with suicide, have been a form of life support and a bridge to 
navigating life anew after a suicide loss.

Religious and spiritual beliefs

It is important to be culturally sensitive to religious and spiritual 
beliefs of the deceased and the bereaved, which may be the 
same or different. Rituals and beliefs can be a great source 
of comfort to the bereaved, yet in some instances they might 
present challenges related to suicide to be addressed.  
With kind permission Sobs UK 

https://uksobs.org/

https://www.bts.org.au/
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HOW DO YOU KNOW IF YOU ARE DEPRESSED...

Contrary to what some people believe, 
depression and sadness are not the 
same thing. Sadness can come and go 
and affects your mood, while depression 
is a lingering cloud that affects your 
overall ability to function. 
Sometimes it can be tricky to distinguish between what is 
normal for those going through a rough patch of life and 
actual clinical depression. 

Feeling sad about everything

Sadness is generally related to a specific situation. We are 
down in the dumps because we lost a job, experienced a 
breakup, are having financial struggles, etc. But feeling sad 
about everything in life can be a sign of depression. There 
may not be a single incident that triggers your blue mood, in 
fact, it is possible that a depressed person’s life can appear 
great on paper.

Things are less enjoyable

When the things you used to enjoy doing no longer bring 
you pleasure or energy, then depression could be a factor. 
Depression denies our excitement, pleasure, and happiness 
so everything is less enjoyable than it used to be. When 
sadness is the factor, the things we enjoy doing can usually 
brighten our mood, but this is not the case with depression.

You can’t simply snap out of it

If you are experiencing sadness for any amount of time, often 
you can give yourself a pep talk and engage in an activity that 
will make you feel better. If you are suffering from depression, 
simply snapping out of it is not an option. People suffering 
from depression cannot just choose happiness or change 
their mindset. They often need a diagnosis and treatment 
from a professional in order to get help.

You can’t find motivation

A person who is sad may not want to engage in regular 
activities, but they are able to do so anyway. For example, 
a sad person may not want to get out of bed and go to 
work, but they push through their mood and do it anyway. 
A depressed person who doesn’t want to get out of bed 
won’t - even when the consequences are high. They aren’t 
concerned if they will get fired for not showing up and they 
don’t care about letting their co-workers or family down.

You notice changes in your appetite or weight

Most of us go through periods of weight loss or weight gain, 
and appetite surges and lows. But people with depression 
may stop eating altogether or use food to cope with their 
mood. If you notice significant changes in appetite or weight, 
it can be a symptom of depression.

Just experiencing one of these symptoms for a short period, 
doesn’t necessarily mean that you are depressed. People 
who suffer from depression often experience multiple 
symptoms over the course of several weeks or months. If how 
you function day-to-day has changed drastically, that’s a good 
indicator you could be struggling with more than just sadness.

Depression can have a stigma attached to it, but it shouldn’t.  
Nevertheless, it can still be difficult to recognize depression, 
especially in men. When you find that your condition is 
affecting multiple areas of your life — your job, home life, or 
social life — it’s time to seek professional help.

By Kurt Smith

https://psychcentral.com/blog/how-do-you-know-if-you-are-
depressed-or-just-sad/

https://www.bts.org.au/
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HOW DO YOU KNOW IF YOU ARE DEPRESSED... OR JUST SAD?
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TESS’S STORY

Our 18 year old granddaughter, Rebecca, died two years ago. 
She was the first grandchild so she had a special place. She was 
a beautiful girl growing up, so bright and intelligent and happy. 
She’d come to us on the farm in the school holidays, she loved 
it. I think she liked it more than the other grandchildren. They’d 
sometimes get bored, but she wanted to help out. She did as best 
she could, milking the cows and eventually she was good at it. 
We could rely on her. She loved to be around the animals, she’d 
name them and talk to them, and watch them grow from calves 
over the years she was here.

She had her own boots and work clothes and would get up early 
in the morning to round up the cows. I guess we noticed that she 
was a sensitive child. Things seemed to hurt her more than they 
would most people. She didn’t seem to bounce back from the 
bumps of life as most of us do. She’d be very sad when one of 
the herd died. We’d try and explain things to her but sometimes 
she was upset all day.

From around the age of 15 she was going off the rails, we heard 
from our daughter, Sarah. She was using drugs and going out at 
night with an older group of friends. There were fights at home 
and she was not going to school. She’d still come to us and she 
seemed to still enjoy it, though she started not to look so happy. 
She would send text messages to her friends at all hours but we 
know this is normal now so we tried not to mind.

When Sarah phoned and told us Reb was dead it was the worst 
moment of my life. We’ve had some difficult times in our lives, 
most people have, like when my parents died and an uncle I was 
close to. But nothing prepared me for this. I was so devastated 
and shocked. 

I still worry sometimes about Sarah, her husband Paul and our 
other grandchildren. It hurts so much to lose her, but it also hurts 
to see them suffer so much as well. It seems like a double dose 
when our granddaughter died. We grieve ourselves and we 
grieve for our daughter as well. You don’t expect to outlive your 
children, let alone your grandchildren. The world felt the wrong 
way up for ages.

We try and help out in any way we can. They’re all doing better 
now, but sometimes we’d take the kids for a weekend or a week 
to give Sarah and Paul some time to themselves. They weren’t 
able sometimes to take care of the kids they were so torn up by 
the grief.

We have felt helpless and sad. We’ve tried to help and 
sometimes this has worked and sometimes we have just felt  
we were in the way. We’ve pulled through but sometimes I still 
have trouble believing our dear Reb did this. We needed to 
change how we did Christmas. It was too much to do the usual 
thing. We’ve needed to change a lot of things. We’ll always be 
sad about her not being here, but we learning how to put things 
back together.

With kind permission Sobs UK.

https://www.bts.org.au/
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TESS’S STORY POEMS

Survivor 
I will come and stand beside you, 

And offer you my hand. 

I have been where you are, 

So I am able to understand. 

I have experienced the same emotions, 

the shock and the disbelief. 

Felt the weight of the stigma, 

That amplifies our grief. 

I’ve been wide awake at midnight, 

with worry weighing on my mind. 

I’ve searched and searched for answers, 

That I have discovered I’ll never find. 

But I have faith that I will make it. 

And find a reason to live once more 

I’m now a suicide survivor 

I’m not the person I was before. 

Reflection 
Another day for you to wonder, another day for  
you to mourn.

It wasn’t my intention to go before the coming dawn. 

My pain was deep within my heart and troubled head. 

It wasn’t my intention to go without words said. 

My frame of mind seemed normal, or so I heard  
them say. 

It wasn’t my intention not to see another day. 

I did not mean to make you suffer or cause you  
so much pain. 

It wasn’t my intention to never see you again. 

Despair and confusion left my aching mind unsure. 

It wasn’t my intention to suddenly close life’s door. 

If only I could give you reasons and brush  
the tears away. 

It wasn’t my intention to leave and not stay. 

I did not mean for you to grieve, now left alone to cry. 

It wasn’t my intention to leave you, forever asking why. 

As the burdens of life’s worries slowly ebb from  
my heart.

It wasn’t my intention to tear your soul apart. 

https://www.bts.org.au/
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Additional Support Services

A big thank you to Mandy Porter Photography and Monsigneur Creative for their ongoing support.

Donations
Without donations, BTS would not be able to continue supporting 
the Bereaved Through Suicide community. 

100% of all donations received are used to continue supporting 
people bereaved through suicide. BTS receives no government 
funding and all work is undertaken by volunteers, however we incur 
costs by providing the support services above.

Should you wish to make a tax deductible donation to BTS you  
can directly EFT to:  BTS Support Group BSB: 633-000  
A/C: 148312366 Tax deductible receipts will be issued.

Thank you in advance for supporting our very worthy organisation.

BTS INFORMATION

Run by people who themselves have been bereaved 
through suicide, BTS supports those in the community  
who have been close to someone who has taken their own 
life – partner, child, relative, friend or close acquaintance.

Telephone support service: 0468 440 287  
from 8am - 8pm

Email support service: support@bts.org.au 
Suicide bereavement resources: www.bts.org.au

The Bereaved through Suicide 
Support Group

NATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Lifeline 13 11 14

Kids Helpline 1800 55 1800

Beyondblue 1300 22 4636

Mensline 1300 789 978

Suicide Call Back Service 1300 659 467

OTHER SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SUPPORT SERVICES 
Living Beyond Suicide (LBS)  between 10am–10pm any day. 1300 76 11 93

Minimisation Of Suicide Harm (MOSH) 8443 8369

Country SA – Standby Response North 0438 728 644

Country SA – Standby Response South 0437 752 458

Silent Ripples Murray Bridge 0417 741 888

Thank youThank you

BTS holds a support meeting facilitated 
by trained Support Workers, themselves 
having lost someone to suicide, it is a place 
for people to find compassion, support and 
understanding. Thoughts of attending a 
meeting can be incredibly daunting. Many 
of us want to be alone. But knowing and 
talking to others that know, and have an 
understanding of, how you feel can provide 
some help and solace in this incredibly 
difficult journey.

https://www.lifeline.org.au/
https://kidshelpline.com.au/
https://www.beyondblue.org.au/
https://mensline.org.au/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA8f_eBRDcARIsAEKwRGeZhGZshEiEt28-4nhaTLcGYmguVsVhysGRKCRwWOnPR8Ml2DM5ahsaApdsEALw_wcB
https://www.suicidecallbackservice.org.au/
https://anglicaresa.com.au/support/suicide-support/living-beyond-suicide/
http://www.moshaustralia.org.au/
https://www.bts.org.au/

